
KAYAR



Artigo Kayar rubber flooring is achieved by adding fragments of natural coconut fibre to the 
rubber compound.

The technological innovation is in the mixing process, specially engineered by Artigo to obtain a 
uniquely random distribution of fibres on the surface. 

Artigo Kayar resilient rubber flooring is a highly versatile solution suitable for Laboratories, 
Schools/Universities, Libraries/Museums, Offices and Retail Spaces. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION



Code K00 Code K39 Code K70

Code K01 Code K62 Code K104

Kayar has a non-invasive design with a 
smooth surface that is accentuated by 
natural looking (non plastic) coconut fibres. 

Kayar offers 24 accent colours, making 
it easy to match and blend into existing 
designs. 

Refer Rubber Floors website for current 
colour swatches.

COLOURS



The Good Environmental Choice Australia 
manages the prestigious Australian 
environmental label through a rigorous analysis 
of products and processes. It ensures that 
the products have a very low impact on the 
environment and human health.

CERTIFICATION/ENVIRO
The internationally recognized standard for the 
certification of the environmental management 
system of a company that provides a systematic 
framework for the integration of practices to 
protect the environment, prevent pollution, 
reduce the amount of waste, consumption of 
energy and materials. It engages the company 
in a dynamic and ongoing process which overall 
is necessary to achieve more ambitious goals in 
terms of environmental performance.



They give reassurances that the products designed for 
indoor environments meet the strict chemical emissions 
limits in indoor air, contributing to the creation of healthier 
buildings and better interiors. GREENGUARD certification 
ensures that product has passed some of the most stringent 
standards and comprehensive world-wide low emission of 
volatile organic compounds (VOC) in indoor air. They also 
qualify products for LEED and BREEAM credits. 
Certified products: 
Uni, Grain, Kayar, Granito, Screed and Natura.

The prestigious German environmental 
label that indentifies the best products 
from an ecological and environmental 
point of view, it ensures the non-
toxicity of the finished product and its 
components, and ensures very low VOC 
emissions within buildings. 
Certified products: 
Uni, Kayar, Grain and Granito.

CERTIFICATION/ENVIRO



TECHNICAL DETAILS
NZBC Protection from fire
Compliant

NZBC access routes
Compliant in accordance with D1 Access routes, Table 2



CASE STUDY
ARCHITECT REQUIREMENTS
Extremely hard wearing resilient flooring required with 
interesting solutions.

SOLUTION
Kayar was chosen for this Project with highly precise inlaid 
graphics supplied throughout. 

DESCRIPTION OF FLOORING SYSTEM
Kayar
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